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JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

COMPLAINT

PlaintiffFireClean LLC ("FireClean"), by counsel, files this Complaint against

Defendants George Fennell individually and in his corporate capacity and Steel Shield

Technologies, Inc. (collectively, "Defendants") and alleges as follows:

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

In 2012, FireClean's founders developed a proprietary formulation that helps prevent and

reduce the build-up of carbon residue on firearms. The patent-pending product is called

FIREClean®. FIREClean® has been a success in testing and in sales, and FireClean's revenues

have, until recently, increased by twenty to fifty percent annually since sales began in 2012.
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Defendant GeorgeFennell ("Fennell") is the President, ChiefTechnical Officer, and a

shareholder of Co-Defendant SteelShield Technologies, Inc. ("Steel Shield.") Steel Shield

manufactures and sells, among other lubrication products, a productcalled WeaponShield. On

Steel Shield's website*. Weapon Shield is described as"the ultimate lubricant, cleaner and

preservative [that] has been aggressively designed and formulated for the Shooting Sports

Industry, Military and Law Enforcement."

Beginning in or about June 2015, the Defendants set out to damage their competitor

FireCleanand steal market share by spreading false rumors that FIREClean® is Crisco cooking

oil. In the course of attemptingto poison FireClean's customerbase with false information, the

Defendants made egregious false statementsabout FIREClean® and in doing so, misrepresented

the nature, characteristics, and qualities of FIREClean®. Defendants have stated falsely that

FIREClean® is Crisco oil (which has common soybean and canola oil varieties). Wesson Oil

(common soybean oil), or Pam cooking spray (usually common canola oil with palm oil and

coconut oil). They have stated, falsely, that FIREClean® will polymerize, i.e., "thicken, dry out,

and form an organic polymer or 'plastic.'" They have stated that the use of FIREClean® "WILL

COST SOMEONE THEIR LIFE SOMEDAY."

Defendants have also asserted, within these same statements, that Weapon Shield is a

superior lubricant and protector of the life of a weapon. In fact, independent laboratory testing

reveals that FIREClean® in fact has superior lubrication properties (i.e. a lower coefficient of

fi:iction), and superior wear protection (i.e. leaves a small wear scar.)

' http://www.steelshieldtech.com/products.htm
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Defendants, in the course of falsely representing FIREClean®'s nature, characteristics,

and qualities in theircommercial speech, have violated the Lanham Act's prohibition on false

advertising, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1)(B), and have defamed FireClean.

Defendantshave acted with malice, spite and ill will, with a fixation on irreparably

harming FireClean. As a resultof the Defendants' tortious conduct, FireClean has been

substantially damaged, andwill continue to suffer losses in the future, and likely permanently.

THE PARTIES

1. PlaintiffFireCleanis a Virginia Limited LiabilityCompany. Each of FireClean's

members is a natural person who resides in Virginia.

2. DefendantFennell is, and was at all times relevanthereto, a citizen and resident of

Pennsylvania. Aspreviously stated, Fennell is the co-founder. President, Chief Technical

Officer, and also shareholder, of Steel Shield Technologies, Inc., which manufactures Weapon

Shield. Weapon Shield is a product that competes for customers with FIREClean®.

3. DefendantSteel Shield Technologies is incorporated in Pennsylvaniaand has its

principal place of business at 3351 Industrial Boulevard, in Bethel Park, Pennsylvania.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

4. This Courthasjurisdictionpursuantto 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)(2) in that there is

complete diversity of citizenship between Plaintiffand Defendants, and the amount in

controversy exceeds $75,000, exclusive of interest, attorneys' fees and costs.

5. This Court also hasjurisdictionover this actionpursuantto 28 U.S.C. § 1331 in

that the case presents a question of federal statutory law, and it alsohas supplemental jurisdiction

over the remaining claims in this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a).
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6. Personal jurisdiction over Defendant Fennell arises under Va, Code Ann. § 8.01-

328.1 in that he caused tortious injury in Virginia, has engaged in a persistent course ofconduct

in Virginia, and has transacted business in Virginia. He has doneso by actively managing Steel

Shield, which has engaged in a persistent course ofconduct in Virginia.

7. Fennellhas personallypromoted and marketedSteel Shield's products in

Virginia.

8. DefendantFennel also maintainsa Facebookpage that is viewableto the general

public, andinteractive in that it permits his"friends" to comment upon his postings, andto

receive email updates in Virginia of newpostings. Fennell replies andengages in discussion

with some commenters.

9. Defendant Fennell intentionally and expressly directed his wrongful conduct, as

described in this Complaint, at PlaintiffFireClean, knowing that FireClean is a Virginia

company, andknowing that theeffects of his tortious conduct would be felt by FireClean in

Virginia.

10. Fennell's persistent false statements regarding FireClean and its product

demonstrate his intent to aim his tortious statements into Virginia, and to a Virginia audience.

11. FireClean has received inquiries and comments from residents of Virginia

regarding Fennell's tortious statements. Upon informationand belief, there are regular readers

of Fennell's Facebook page who reside in Virginia and who receive updates via email in

Virginia.

12. Personal jurisdiction over Defendant Steel Shield arises under Va. Code Ann. §

8.01-328.1 in that it has caused tortious injury in Virginia, has engaged in a persistent course of

conduct in Virginia, and has transacted business in Virginia.
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13. Steel Shield markets its product in Virginia, and, on information and belief, has

entered into contracts with Virginia customers, and has shipped its products to customers in

Virginia.

14. On its own webpage. Steel Shield lists VA Arms in Manassas, Virginia, as a

retailer of Weapon Shield: at: http://www.weaponshield.com/dealerlist.htm.

15. Another Virginia company, Leitner Wise, is an advertised retailer of Weapon

Shield, as indicated at: http://www.leitner-wise.coni/collections/parts/products/weapon-shield.

16. Steel Shield sells its products via online retailers, including Amazon.com and

Brownells.com, which ship nationwide, including to Virginia.

17. Steel Shield maintains a Facebook page for its product. Weapon Shield that is

interactive in that it permits any viewer or reader to leave comments, to which Steel Shield may

reply. Readers may also receive email updates in Virginia ofnew postings.

18. Steel Shield also maintains a YouTube channel for its product. Weapon Shield

that is interactive in that it permits any viewer or reader to leave comments, to which Steel Shield

may reply.

19. Defendant Steel Shield intentionally and expressly directed its wrongful conduct,

as described in this Complaint, at PlaintiffFireClean, knowing that FireClean is a Virginia

company, and knowing that the effects of its tortious conduct would be felt by FireClean in

Virginia.

20. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(3).

FACTS RELATING TO ALL CAUSES OF ACTION

21. In January 2012, Edward Sugg ("Ed Sugg") and David Sugg ("Dave Sugg")

(collectively "Sugg Brothers") developed a substance that improves reliability and performance
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of firearms by reducingthe adhesion of carbon residue that results from discharging a firearm.

Such carbon residue or build-up is also known as "fouling." The product itself is specially

formulated so that it will not "gum," or leave behind a solid residue from its use. The product

also functions as a firearm lubricant.

22. A thin layerapplied to the areasof a firearm that are subject to friction and

fouling will form a thin protective layer against carbon and other fouling.

23. In May2012, the SuggBrothers began distributing and selling the product, which

they gave thename FIREClean®. Thatsame month, FireClean LLC was formed in Virginia,

24. As its patent application states, FIREClean® is a "[a] method of removing or

preventing carbon fouling on a mechanical component of a device," consisting of a proprietary

blend ofat least three "natural, non-petroleum, non-synthetic oil[s] derived from a plant,

vegetable or fhiitor shrub or flower or tree nut,or any combination of natural, non-petroleum,

non-synthetic oils derived from a plant, vegetable or fruit or shrub or flower or treenut,"where

eachoil has a smoke point above 200 degrees Fahrenheit, and the total volume of the at least

three oils is at least 25% of the total volume of the oil composition. (Exhibit A at 1 & 5).

25. Also, FIREClean® contains at least one high-oleic oil, or highly monounsaturated

fatty acid, which is preferred over significantly polyunsaturated fatty acids (foundin most

common vegetable oils),due to the performance, stability and non-drying, and non-gumming

nature ofhigh-oleic oils. The use of high-oleicoils also enhancesthe temperature range and

storage stability of the substance. (Ex. A at 8.)

26. The patent application for the product that is FIREClean®has been publicly

available since at least September of 2013.

27. FIREClean® is not made from a single type ofoil.
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28. FIREClean® is not Crisco Canola Oil nor is it otherwise common canola oil. In

fact, during testing and development, FireClean determined that canolaoil wasone of the worst-

performing oils for the prevention of fouling, as explained in its publicly available patent

application.

29. FIREClean® is not Crisco Vegetable Oil (which is soybean oil), nor is it common

soybean oil, nor equivalent to either product.

30. Wesson oil comes in four varieties: soybean oil, com oil, canola oil, and a

soybeanand canola blend. PAM cooking spray comes in several varieties, includingbutter,

canola oil, olive oil, or coconut oil.

31. FIREClean® is neither PAM cooking spray, nor Wesson oil, nor equivalent to

any form of either product.

32. FIREClean® is not otherwise a re-labeled or re-packaged pre-existing consumer

or retail product.

33. Polymerization is a chemical reaction in which two or more small, similar

moleculesare combinedto make larger molecules. When a polyunsaturated or monounsaturated

fatty acid polymerizes, it becomesmore solid, and can become sticky, gummy, and eventually,

solid.

34. FIREClean® is composed primarily of highly monounsaturated fatty acids. Its

patent-pending ingredients are specifically designed to resist polymerization under the

circumstances in which FIREClean® is intended to be used—i.e., when applied to a firearm.

35. FireClean is aware of no instances of its product polymerizing "in the bottle."

When stored as instructed, FIREClean® will not polymerize in the bottle for a minimum of four
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years, which is theage of theoldest existing container of FIREClean®. FireClean believes that,

when stored as instructed, its product will not polymerizefor much longer than that.

36. When applied properly, FIREClean® will not impede normal function of a

firearm. When applied properly, FIREClean® will notbecome "sticky," "gummy," or "gunky."

37. FireCleanhas commissioned testing of its product by Petro-Lubricant Testing

Laboratories ("Petro Lube") in Lafayette, NewJersey, to analyze andcompare FIREClean® to

Crisco Vegetable Oil and Crisco Canola Oil. Petro Lube performed eight separate analyses,

including FT-IR (Fourier Transform Infrared) spectroscopy, oneach of the three oils, with the

following results (PetroLube documentation also attached as ExhibitB):

Iodine

Value

Kinematic

Viscosity
at40"C

Kinematic

Viscosity
at 100® C

Pour

Point

Flash

Point

Fire

Point

Specific
Gravity

Crisco Canola

Oil

113 cg/g 36.07 cSt 8.069 cSt -21 °C 324 °C 356 °C .9200

Crisco

Vegetable Oil

132cg/g 30.92 cSt 7.521 cSt -6°C 324 °C 356 °C .9230

FIREClean® 93.8 cg/g 31.75 cSt 8.364 cSt -15°C 325 °C 357 °C .9163

38. An overlay of the FT-IRspectra of all three substances is alsopartof Exhibit B.

The spectra demonstrate thatthese three substances do, in fact, have similar basic patterns, as is

to be expected from oils with a triaclyglyceride base,but the above-referenced tests also

demonstrate that a spectrographic analysis alone is not sufficient to drawthe conclusion, to a

reasonable degree of scientific certainty, FIREClean® is Crisco.

39. The Petro Lube test results prove that FIREClean®is not Crisco Canola Oil or

Crisco Vegetable Oil.
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40. Fennell maintains a Facebook page that is publicly accessible on the internet at:

https://www.facebook.com/george.fennell. The profile picture and cover picture display images

of the Weapon Shield logo and an advertisement for Weapon Shield. (Image ofcover of

Fennell's Facebook page, attached as Exhibit C, is incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety.)

41. Fennell uses his Facebook page to engage in commercial speech on behalf of

Steel Shield. Indeed, he has stated on his Facebook page that "EVERYBODY knows I use

Facebook to market and popularize my Weapon Shield and company." (August 10, 2015

Facebook post, attached as Exhibit D and incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.)

42. Weapon Shield also maintains a publicly-accessible Facebook page at:

https://www.facebook.com/weaponshield.clp. The Weapon Shield page frequently re-posts or

"shares" Fennell's posts. On information and belief, Fennell controls that Facebook page.

43. Weapon Shield also maintains a YouTube channel on which it posts videos

promoting its product. On information and belief, Fennell controls that YouTube channel.

COUNT I (False Advertising Pursuant to
15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1)(B) of the Lanham Act)

(Asserted against Fennell and Steel Shield)

A. The Demonstration Video.

44. FireClean incorporates by references all facts alleged in the preceding paragraphs.

45. On June 10,2015, Defendant Fennell posted a video to Weapon Shield's

YouTube channel, which has approximately 611 subscribers. The Weapon Shield YouTube

channel is controlled and operated by Co-Defendant Steel Shield. In the video, Fennell

introduces himself as "George Fennell, Steel Shield Technology, Weapon Shield." The video is
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publicly available at: https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=abBKYE81P7o (the "Demonstration

Video"), and is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. At the beginning of the video,

Fennell holds up a bottle ofFIREClean® and says:

We're interested in the lubricating value of this product on this machine, the Falex
lubricant tester... But the one thing it does say on here too, it says, 'use within one
year of purchase.'...I've been doing this for years, and it looks like this is about the
equivalent of Wesson Oil, maybe some Pam anti-stick stuff that you get too, you
know uh, in the vegetable oil category for spraying on your frying pans. Not to
put it down, but we are looking-we are trying to draw comparisons as to what the
composition is related to its basic performance. So it says 'use within a year of
purchase,' that's very interesting. Most vegetable methyl ethers [waving FireClean
bottle] decay and become more or less polymerizeddue to free radical polymerization,
like soybean oil, stuff like that. So, when you look at WeaponShield, WeaponShield
has no shelf life, we have stuff here that since day one, is just like it was ifwe made it
yesterday.

(Emphasis added.)

46. In fact, based on the printed text, the bottle of FIREClean® that appears in the

video was at least two years old. The product, as is evident from the video, clearly had not

decayed or polymerized.

47. Fennell then performsa test using a Falex lubricitytester, first using FIREClean®

to lubricate a spinning metal wheel, and then pressing a metal bearing down on the wheel. Using

a fish scale, Fennell states that the wheel tolerates 4 pounds of pressure before the wheel began

to carve the bearing. He wipes the wheel off briefly with a rag, and then claims to apply Weapon

Shield. He applies the same bearing (which has already been worn flat in one spot) to the wheel

that is now greased with Weapon Shield, supposedly. Fennell states that the wheel tolerates 25

pounds ofpressure with Weapon Shield. Fennell declares that the test demonstrates that

WeaponShield is "better" than FIREClean®, stating:

Once again. Weapon Shield out-performs the product and I want to emphasize,
this is a non-condemning test; this doesn't say that Fireclean is BAD, but it sets a
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standard. From that standard, anything you test is either going to be worse or
better. So, as we can see, Fireclean, come in at between 3 and 4 pounds, on the
same spot, wiping it off and just applying the Weapon Shield, it went down to 25
pounds. That IS the MO, the modus operandi, and the standard of Weapon
Shield. Alright everybody, until next time, please visit us at weaponshield.com,
order from our distributors there. We have a list ifyou look in the right hand top
ofthe page, it'll say "Order." You will see a multitudeof distributors and dealers
that we have.

48. Fennell's statement in the Demonstration Video that, "I've been doing this for

years, and it looks like this is about theequivalent of Wesson Oil, maybe some Pam anti-stick

stuff that youget too, you knowuh, in the vegetable oil category for spraying on yourfrying

pans," is literally false, or false bynecessary implication. FIREClean® is notWesson Oil, nor

PAM anti-stick spray, nor equivalent thereto. In the alternative, Fennell's statement is

misleading, andhasactually deceived and/or tends to deceive a substantial segment of the

audience.

49. Thecomments posted directly below thevideo on YouTube areevidence of actual

deception (attached as Exhibit E). The comments include statements such as:

• Good job on exposing FIRECLEAN!
• 1:50 good call, good call [1:50 is the point in the video where

Fennell calls FireClean Wesson Oil or PAM]
• [B]utcan you fry potatoes, chickenand fish with weaponshield? LOL
• You say you are tapering back on these videos, but I would hope you

continue. This is my first encounter with your tests and it is a
primary consideration in my potential purchase. If you can offer
proof that your product is superior for wear, many will invest in your
product.

• [E]njoy the video's, the comparisons and technical knowledge. You
also need to do a cook off comparison.

• Very interesting stuff!
• $14.95 for 2oz of vegetable oil Imfao!
• Great evidence for the skeptics
• $14.95 for 2 ounces of re-labeled Crisco is pretty damn expensive. No

wonder the Fireclean guys have been so shady when asked what
Fireclean is.

• WS disperses carbon better than FC, cleans easier than FC, and
protects far better against corrosion than FC. 15 bucks for a vegetable
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based oil? GTFOH. I've been on the same large bottle of WS for 3
years

• This product is amazing. Love it!
• George is the man and WS is the best. I've used everything on that

bench including fire clean. WS smokes them all on rust prevention
and lubrication. Their new solvent is great for more stubborn jobs.

• [F]ireclean it's a good product...butweapon s. it's way far better...gottaget me the
tank version next

50. Steel Shield posted the Demonstration Video to WeaponShield's Facebookpage

with the caption, "Self Explanatory!" (Exhibit F).

51. Fennell posted the Demonstration Video to his own Facebook page.

52. Fermell's conclusion that "Weapon Shield out-performs the product," that it "sets

a standard" under which "anything you test is either going to be worse or better," and that

FIREClean® scored a 3 or 4 while Weapon Shield scored a 25, is literally false because

Fennell's test does not establish his claimed proposition.

53. Fermell's use of the Falex lubricity tester and a fish scale was not sufficiently

reliable to permitone to conclude with reasonable certainty that Weapon Shield is "better" than,

and"outperforms" FIREClean® in lubrication effectiveness. Alternatively, even if it were

reliable, it would not establish that proposition, and/or his executionof the test was improper.

Among other things:

• The Falex lubricity tester does not replicate the manner in which FIREClean®

and Weapon Shield would act in a firearm.

• The Falex lubricity tester does not test for FIREClean®'s anti-fouling properties.

• The same metal bearing, already worn down by the FIREClean® test, was used

for the Weapon Shield test.

• The duration of the testing of each of the substances was not appropriate.
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• The Falex lubricity tester is known for providing false results, as revealed in an

expose that can be found here:

https://www.youtube.coniywatch?v=q5WXbj5jbN8&sns=eni. In this

demonstration. Head and ShouldersShampoo produces better results on the Falex

machine than Mobil 1 Motor Oil.

54. Fennell's conclusion that "Weapon Shield out-performs the product" (i.e.

FIREClean®) in effectiveness as a lubricant is literally false.

55. In appropriate scientific laboratory testing, using Method ASTMD4172,

FIREClean® had a lower coefficient of friction (than Weapon Shield). {See Petro-Lubricant

Test Labs, Inc. ("Petro-Lube") Coefficient of Friction Testing, attached as Exhibit G.) The

testing, performed by independent laboratory Petro-Lubricant TestLabs, Inc., revealed that

Weapon Shield's coefficient of friction, with a grand average of .099 was 65% higher than

FIREClean®'s, which had a grand average of .060. Bothsubstances weretestedfor one hour,at

75 degrees Celsius, at 1200 RPM, with a 40 kilogram load. It is therefore false that

WeaponShield performs better as a lubricant than FIREClean®.

56. Furthermore,on its website. Steel Shield represents that the product's flash point

(the lowestpoint at which vapors of a fluid will ignite) to be 226 degrees Celsius. (Weapon

Shield Information Sheet attached as Exhibit H). In fact, independent laboratory testing

commissioned by FireClean shows Weapon Shield's flash point to be much lower than

advertised, 159 degrees Celsius. (Weapon Shield Flash Point test attached as Exhibit I.)

FIREClean®'s flash point is 325 degrees Celsius. (Ex. B.)

57. Moreover, independent laboratory testing also revealed that the "wear scar"

generated by using Weapon Shield, of .74 mm, was larger than the wear scar of .67 mm
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generated by using FIREClean®. {Id.) A summary of the independent laboratory testing on

FIREClean® and Weapon Shield is as follows:

Advertised

Flash Point

Actual Flash

Point

Coefficient of

Friction

(D4172)

Wear Scar

Diameter

(D4172)

Weapon
Shield

226® C 159° C (318° F) .099 .74 mm

FIREClean® >225°C 325° C (617° F) .060 .67 mm

58. Fennell's false statements are material and are likely to influence consumers'

purchasing decisions. Fermell misrepresented characteristics ofFIREClean®both in statingor

implying that it was Wesson Oil or PAM Cooking Spray, and in using a test that was not

sufficientto prove his proposition. Materialityis also demonstrated by the above-cited

comments to the video. Moreover, discussions of Fennell's "lube test" can be found on

numerous websites throughout the internet. Some of them are attached here as Exhibit J.

59. Steel Shield has caused its falsely advertised goods. Weapon Shield, to enter

interstate commerce. Both Fermell and Steel Shield have caused their false statements to be

disseminated in commerce, in the course of commercial advertising and/or promotion.

60. In the Demonstration Video, Fennell was acting in the scope of his employment

for Steel Shield, in his capacity as an officer and authorized agent of Steel Shield, and for the

benefit of Steel Shield. On information and belief, the video was filmed in Steel Shield's offices,

and the experiment was performed and recorded using Steel Shield's equipment. Steel Shield is

vicariously liable for Fennell's false advertising.

61. Steel Shield is also independently liable for the false advertising described herein

because it re-published the Demonstration Video on the Facebook page of Weapon Shield on

June 10,2015.
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62. As a result of the Defendants' actions, FireClean has been materially damaged.

B. The "It Will Cost Someone Their Life" Post

63. Also on June 10,2015, Fennell wrote on Facebook:

Here's the facts....all vegetable oils will "polymerize" through various chemical
means naturally, usually involving a free radical or oxygen rich fatty acid
polymerization. What this means is that these oils, over time (not long....look at
the FireClean label...says "Use within one year of purchase") will thicken,
dry out and form an organic polymer or "plastic" which is why the FBI
experienced seizures after 6 monthsof storage with these oils. They are NOT
designed to be used as gun oils MY PROBLEM IS IT WILL COST
SOMEONE THEIR LIFE SOMEDAY when they go to use their stored weapon
with this shit on it and it FAILS.

(Emphasis added.) (June 10, 2015 Facebook postattached as Exhibit K and incorporated herein

by reference in its entirety) (the "It Will Cost SomeoneTheir Life" Post.)

64. The "It Will Cost Someone Their Life" Post is literally false, or literally false by

necessary implication that FIREClean®:

(1) is composed of ingredients that are not safe or suitable for FIREClean®'s

advertised purpose;

(2) will cause weapon malfiinction; and

(3) is lethally dangerous and that someone will die while using it on a weapon.

65. These statements are false. When applied properly, FIREClean®will not impede

normal function of a firearm. To the contrary, FIREClean® enhances firearm function by

reducing carbon fouling and by its lubrication properties.

66. These statements have actually deceived, and/or have a tendency to deceive.

67. These statements are material and likely to influence consumers' purchasing

decisions.
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68. Fennell has caused his false statements to be disseminated in commerce, in the

course of commercial advertising and/or promotion.

69. Fennellwas acting in the scope of his employmentfor Steel Shield, in his

capacity as an officer and authorized agent of Steel Shield, andfor thebenefit of Steel Shield

when he wrote the "It Will Cost Someone Their Life" Post. Steel Shield is vicariously liable for

FennelFs false advertising.

70. As a result of the "It Will Cost Someone Their Life" Post, Defendants have

materially damaged FireClean.

C. The "I Can See NO Difference^' Post

71. Thenextday, June 11,2015,Fennell posted to his Facebook page a picture of a

FIREClean®bottle next to a bottle of Crisco oil. Referring to FIREClean®and Crisco, he

wrote:

I can seeNO difference in basiccomposition and performance....ifWeapon Shield
products arenottheVERY BEST products you have ever used andourclaims are
anything less thanwhatwe make, I will refund yourpurchase priceas well as your
shipping. NOTHING BEATS WEAPON SHIELD PERIOD!

In responseto one commentto this post, Fennell replied:

Well Crisco/FC doesn't taste good at all. I accidentally got some on my finger
touched my mouth and ewwwww....

(June 11,2015 Facebook posts attached as Exhibits L andincorporated herein by reference in

their entirety.)

72. The "I Can See NO Difference" Post is literally false, or literally false by

necessary implication that FIREClean® and Criscoare composed of the same ingredients and

performthe same as gun lubricants. Is it literally false in its claimthat Weapon Shield is
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superior to FIREClean®. Fermell's subsequent comment of "Crisco/FC" is literally false or false

by necessary implication that Crisco and FIREClean® are the same.

73. These statementshave actually deceived, and/or have a tendencyto deceive. One

comment to the post was,"Unfortunately, your competitors are now goingto makea test

showdown vs. Weapon Shield."

74. These statements are material and likely to influence consumers' purchasing

decisions.

75. Steel Shield has caused its falsely advertised goods. Weapon Shield, to enter

interstate commerce. Both Fennell and Steel Shield have caused their false statements to be

disseminated in commerce, in the course ofcommercial advertising and/or promotion.

76. Fennell was acting in the scope of his employment for Steel Shield, in his

capacity as anofficer and authorized agent of Steel Shield, and for the benefit of Steel Shield

when he wrote the "I Can See NO Difference" Post. Steel Shield is vicariously liable for

Fennell's false advertising.

77. As a result of the "I Can See No Difference" Post, Defendants have materially

damaged FireClean.

D. The "Polymerize IN THE BOTTLE'* Post

78. On July 6, 2015, Fennell posted a supposeduser review of FIREClean® on his

Facebook page, where the userclaimed that FIREClean® made his gun feel "sticky." (Exhibit

M.)

79. Fennell remarked that "This is called 'free radical polymerization' of vegetable

oil. It will occur ON the gun, as well as IN THE BOTTLE after it sits for a year." (Ex. M at 2.)
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80. These statements are Hterally false, or false by the necessary implication that even

when stored andused properly, FIREClean will polymerize or become "sticky" in thebottle

within a year, and will impede normal function of a firearm.

81. These statements are false.

82. When stored as instructed, FIREClean® will not polymerize in the bottle within a

year.

83. When applied properly, FIREClean® will not impede normal function of a

firearm. Tothe contrary, FIREClean® enhances firearm function by reducing carbon fouling

and by its lubrication properties.

84. These statements are material and likely to influence consumers' purchasing

decisions.

85. Fennell has caused his false statements to be disseminated in commerce, in the

course of commercial advertising and/or promotion.

86. Fennell wasacting in the scope of his employment for Steel Shield, in his

capacity asanofficer and authorized agent of Steel Shield, and for the benefit of Steel Shield

when he wrote the"Polymerize INTHE BOTTLE" Post. Steel Shield is vicariously liable for

Fennell's false advertising.

87. As a result of the "Polymerize IN THE BOTTLE" Post, Defendants have

materially damaged FireClean.

E. The "Crisco oil (FireCleanV Post

88. On July 31, 2015, Fennell posted the following statementto Facebook:

I am constantly entertained (sarcasm) every time I see or hear someone tout the incredible
virtues of "Froglube" or "FireClean." Until you've had soybean oil (FrogLube) or
Crisco oil (FireClean) on your gun long enough to experience the nightmares of free
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radical polymerization, molding, increased coefficients on the metal-to-metal
contacts, and a host of other nightmares which are encountered when using another
oil or product with them (whichusuallyends up in a complete gummy mess that will
stop you're [sic] weapon from running) you'll "think" they are doing what the
manufacturer sys they're doing. Being in the industryand in specialty lubricantsfor
nearly 30 years, I can HONESTLY say that vegetableoil lubricants are the absolute
poorest examples of lubrication andwearprevention thatexist, in theirproposed stateand
usage. If it's to be used as a lubricant and its [sic] veggie oil, you have little to no
protection against highwear and shortened servicelifeof your weapon... If Weapon
shield. Weapon Shieldsolvent, or Weapon ShieldGrease are not the verybest products
youhave everused, or do not live up to EVERY claim wemake, I will immediately
refiind your purchase price

(Emphasis added.) (July 31,2015Facebook postattached as Exhibit N and incorporated herein

by reference in its entirety.)

89, Fennell's statementsare literally false, or literally false by necessaryimplication

in that they:

(1) Assert that FlREClean® is Crisco;

(2) Assert that FlREClean® will causepolymerization, molding, increased

coefficients of friction on metal-to-metal contacts and a "host ofother

nightmares";

(3) Assert that FlREClean® is the "absolute poorest example[] of lubrication and

wear prevention that exist.

(4) Assert that FlREClean® provides "little to no protection against high wear"

and shortens the service life of a weapon; and that

(5) Assert that WeaponShieldwill not cause polymerization, molding, increased

coefficients of friction on metal-to-metal contacts and a "host of other

nightmares;" is a better lubricant and wear prevention vehicle; offers better

protection against wear and service life of a weapon.
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90. As described above, FIREClean® actually has superior lubrication properties,

because its tested coefficient of friction in appropriate scientific laboratory testing, using Method

ASTM D4172, is lower than Weapon Shield's. {SeeEx. G.) And, Weapon Shield's "wear scar"

in the same laboratory testing was significantly larger than FIREClean®'s. {Id.)

91. FIREClean® is a better lubricant than Weapon Shield; FIREClean® has a

superior coefficient of friction than Weapon Shield; FIREClean® offers betterprotection against

wear and service life of a weapon than Weapon Shield.

92. Fennell's statements have actually deceived, and/or have a tendency to deceive.

93. These statements are material and likely to influence consumers' purchasing

decisions.

94. Steel Shield has caused its falsely advertised goods. Weapon Shield, to enter

interstate commerce. Both Fennell and Steel Shield have caused their false statements to be

disseminated in commerce, in the course of commercial advertising and/or promotion.

95. Fennellwas acting in the scope of his employmentfor Steel Shield, in his

capacity as an officer andauthorized agent of Steel Shield, andfor the benefit of Steel Shield

when he wrote the "FireClean (Crisco Oil)" Post. Steel Shield is vicariously liable for Fennell's

false advertising.

96. As a result of the "FireClean (Crisco Oil)" Post, Defendants have materially

damaged FireClean.

F. The "Skillet 'n Egg'^ Post

97. Fennell was not yet done. On August 1, he re-posted the picture of a bottle of

FIREClean® and a bottle of Crisco sitting next to each other, and wrote:
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Try the same with Weapon Shield....same deal, and we use REAL science, not
skillet 'n egg veggie no-stick Crisco....

(August 1,2015 Facebook postattached as Exhibit O and incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety.)

98. Fennell's statement is literally false, or literally false by necessary implication

that:

(1) FIREClean® is Crisco; and

(2) Weapon Shield is superior to FIREClean®.

99. These statementshave actually deceived, and/or have a tendencyto deceive.

100. These statements are material and likely to influence consumers' purchasing

decisions.

101. Steel Shield has caused its falsely advertised goods. Weapon Shield, to enter

interstate commerce. Both Fennell and Steel Shield have caused their false statements to be

disseminated in commerce, in the course ofcommercial advertising and/or promotion.

102. Fennell was acting in the scope of his employment for Steel Shield, in his

capacity as anofficer and authorized agent of Steel Shield, and for thebenefit of Steel Shield

whenhe wrotethe "Skillet 'n Egg" Post. Steel Shield is vicariously liable for Fennell's false

advertising.

103. As a result of the "Skillet 'n Egg" Post, FireCleanhas been materiallydamaged.

G. The "Worst Lubricants on the Market" Post

104. Fennell continued, posting a picture of the side of a FIREClean® bottle:

Use within one year of purchase....that's because it is subject to free radical
polymerizationand WILL polymerize. (Key base word polymer). All veggie
oils do this and are the worst lubricants on the market.
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(August 1,2015 Facebookpost attached as Exhibit P and incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety.)

105. Fennell's statement is literally false, or literally false by necessary implication

that: 1. FIREClean® will, under any circumstance, polymerize in the bottle within a year, and

will not function properly; and 2. FIREClean® is the worst product on the market.

106. As previously explained, FIREClean® will not polymerize after a year in the

bottle when stored properly, and it is not the "worst lubricanton the market" for this reason.

107. These statements have actually deceived, and/or have a tendency to deceive.

108. These statements are material and likely to influence consumers' purchasing

decisions.

109. Both Fennell and Steel Shield have caused their false statements to be

disseminated in commerce, in the course of commercial advertising and/or promotion.

110. Fennell was acting in the scope ofhis employment for Steel Shield, in his

capacity asan officer andauthorized agent of Steel Shield, andfor the benefit of Steel Shield

when he wrote the "Worst Lubricants on the Market" Post. Steel Shield is vicariously liable for

Fennell's false advertising.

111. As a result of the "Worst Lubricants on the Market" Post, Defendants have

materially damaged FireClean.

H. The "I Spectra-analvzed If' Post

112. Later on August 1, 2015, Fennell wrote on Facebook:

I spectra-analyzed it to be certain of its identity (Vegetable oil), then I went and
looked up the patent # (phony) they use.. .its [sic] for vegetable oil.. .why pay
them $13.99 for 2 ounces? Buy a big bottle of Crisco oil and save big time.. .or
use something that will REALLY stop the wear and tear, protect it...Weapon
Shield....It's your decision and the life and care of your guns... coming firom a
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lubrication engineer and small arms specialist my whole career. Oh
yea....check out our YouTube "Weaponshield" channel...see the demo on
FireClean.

(August 1,2015 Facebook postattached as Exhibit Q and incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety.)

113. Fenneirs statementsare literally false, or literally false by necessary implication

that FIREClean® is the same as Crisco.

114. Fennell's statement that he spectra-analyzed FireClean is, on information or belief

false, as Fennell has refused to turn over his testing results on at least one occasion.

115. Even if Fennell did conduct a spectrographic analysis, this test is not sufficient to

establish his claimed proposition with reasonable certainty.

116. For example, the below spectraillustrate why infrared spectroscopy is not

scientifically suitable for comparing FIREClean® to Crisco. Thespectra are of three different

substances: the mass-merchant 2-cycleoil is oil used for mixing into fuel for power equipment

suchas chain sawsand grass trimmers; the two different "5W30"oils are car engine oils,with

one being conventional mass-merchant oil and the other, a fully-synthetic leading brand. The

spectra are similar, as with the graphs comparing FIREClean® to Crisco. Yet, these three

substances are distinct, with different uses.
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117. Feimeirs statement that the patent number for FIREClean®'s patent application is

"phony," is literally false.

118. These statements are material and likely to influence consumers' purchasing

decisions.

119. Both Fennell and Steel Shield have caused their false statements to be

disseminated in commerce, in the course ofcommercial advertising and/or promotion.

120. Fennell was acting in the scope ofhis employment for Steel Shield, in his

capacity as an officer and authorized agent of Steel Shield, and for the benefit of Steel Shield

when he wrote the "I Spectra-Analyzed It" Post.

121. Steel Shield is vicariously liable for Fennell's false advertising.
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122. As a result of the "I Spectra-Analyzed It" Post, Defendants have materially

damaged FireClean.

I. The "That^s the Truth" Post

123. On October 7, 2015, Fennell took one more shot at FIREClean®, writing, in part:

And I will state for the record... IDONT [sic] BASH ANYONE. If I say
FrogLube is soybean oil, that's because it's the truth, not bashing. Same with
FireClean being Crisco vegetable oil. That's the truth...not bashing.

(October 7, 2015 Facebookpost attachedas Exhibit R and incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety.)

124. Fennell's statement is literally false. FIREClean® is not Crisco.

125. This statement is material and likely to influence consumers' purchasing

decisions. Both Fennell and Steel Shield have caused their false statements to be disseminated in

commerce, in the course of commercial advertising and/or promotion.

126. Fennell was acting in the scope of his employment for Steel Shield, in his

capacity as an officer and authorizedagent of Steel Shield, and for the benefit of Steel Shield

when he wrote the "That's the Truth" Post. Steel Shield is vicariously liable for Fennell's false

advertising.

127. As a result of the "That's the Truth" Post, Defendants have materially damaged

FireClean.

COUNT II (Defamation)
(Asserted against Fennell and Steel Shield)

128. FireClean incorporates the facts alleged in the preceding paragraphs by reference,

and in particular, FireClean incorporates the facts alleged Count I above.
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129. Fennell's statement in the Demonstration Video that, "Fve been doing this for

years, and it looks likethis is about the equivalent of Wesson Oil,maybe some Pamanti-stick

stuffthat youget too, you knowuh, in the vegetable oil category for spraying on yourfrying

pans," falsely conveys that FIREClean® is Wesson Oilor Pamanti-stick spray. FIREClean® is

not equivalent to eitherof these products. This suggestion is disparaging because it conveys that

FIREClean® is no different from a supermarketfood product, and implies that it is not fit for it

intended and advertised use.

130. Steel Shield is directly liable for the Demonstration Video because it re-published

the video on its FacebookPage, and because it operatedthe YouTubechannel on which the

video appeared.

131. The "It Will Cost Someone Their Life" Post falsely conveys that FIREClean® is

composed of ingredients that arenot safeor suitable for FIREClean®'s advertised purpose; that

it will causeweapon malfunction; and that it is lethally dangerous and that someone will die

while using it on a weapon.

132. The "I Can See No Difference" Post falsely conveys that FIREClean® is Crisco.

FIREClean ® is not Crisco.

133. The "Crisco oil (FireClean)" Post falsely conveys that FIREClean®is Crisco.

FIREClean® is not Crisco.

134. The "Polymerize IN THE BOTTLE" Post falsely conveys that FIREClean® will

invariablypolymerize in the bottle within a year and impede normal functioningof a firearm.

135. When stored as directed, FIREClean® will not polymerize within a year.

136. When applied properly to a firearm, FIREClean® will not impede normal

function of a firearm.
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137. The "Skillet 'n Egg" Post falsely conveys that FIREClean® is Crisco.

FIREClean® is not Crisco.

138. The "I Spectra-analyzed It" Post falsely conveys that FIREClean® has been

scientifically proven to be equivalent to vegetable oil and/or Crisco, andthat FireClean has

provided a false patent application number for FIREClean®. These statements are false and

damaging to FireClean.

139. The "That's the Truth" Post falsely conveys that FIREClean® is Crisco.

FIREClean® is not Crisco.

140. Each of the statements that states, conveys or implies that FIREClean® is Crisco

aredisparaging because they imply thatFIREClean® is no different from a supermarket food

product, that it is not fit for its intended purpose, and that FIREClean® has misled its consumers

about the nature of its product. Such suggestionsare false and damagingto FireClean's

reputation.

141. Defendants knew that these statements were false when they made them, or they

recklessly or negligently disregarded their falsity.

142. Each of the statements made by Fennell and Steel Shield impugn FireClean's

reputation, honesty, credit, efficiency, prestige or standing in its field of business, andtherefore

are also defamatory per se.

143. As a proximate result ofDefendants' tortious statements, FireClean has been

damaged in its profits, revenues, reputation, and goodwill.

144. FireClean is entitled to compensatory damages, presumed damages, and punitive

damages as a result of Defendants' tortious acts.
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145. Fennell was acting in the scope of his employment for SteelShield, in his

capacity asan officer and authorized agent of Steel Shield, and forthebenefit of Steel Shield

when he made these statements.

146. Accordingly, Steel Shieldis vicariously liablefor eachof Fennell's defamatory

statements.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Courtenterjudgmentagainst

Defendants George Fennell andSteel Shield Technologies, Inc., jointlyand severally, as follows:

(a) Forequitable relief, including an orderenjoining continued publication

and dissemination by Defendant of the statements identified in the Complaint;

(b) For compensatory damages, in an amountto be determined at trial or

otherwise in this action;

(c) For presumed damages, in an amount to be determined at trial or

otherwise in this action;

(d) With respect to Count I, for all damages recoverableunder 15 U.S.C. §

1117, includingbut not limited to Defendants' profits. Plaintiffs damages, treble

damages, costs, and reasonable attorneys' fees.

(e) For punitive damages, as permitted under applicable law, in an amount to

be determined at trial or otherwise in this action;

(f) For attorneys' fees and costs, as otherwise provided by applicable law; and

(g) For any further or other relief as this Court may deem just and proper.

JURY DEMAND

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on all causes of action so triable.
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Dated: March 17,2016
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FIRECLEAN LLC

By Counsel

Bernard J.

Stacey Rose
j44uro, Esq. (VSB #18784)

arris, Esq. (VSB #65887)
DiMuroGinsberg, PC
1101 JCing Street, Suite 610
Alexandria, Virginia 23314
Telephone: (703) 684-4333
Facsimile: (703) 548-3181
E-mails: bdimuro@dimuro.com:

sharris@dimuro.com.
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